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Use Case Overview

Polymer Proof
Blockchain Powered Risk Mitigation

Covax Data is SOC-2 Certified
 www.aicpa.org/soc4so

Covax Data's Polymer Proof is a multi-use data integrity solution built on our 
proprietary form of blockchain called Polymer Chain. Polymer Chain is a 
lightweight, highly-performant, energy efficient form of blockchain technology 
designed for high throughput environments.

The gaming and sports betting industry is undergoing a transformational shift and exceptional growth. With 
increased legalization and engagement from sports bodies, active participation has more than quadrupled. 
Inevitably, the gaming platforms and sportsbooks have become greater targets for litigation. Now there is a simple, 
cost effective way to mitigate exposure. Customer actions can now be immutably logged with an independent third 
party - Covax Data. This precludes attacks on the veracity of the data used in these claims, significantly reducing the 
cost of defending against these attacks.

Benefits & Features
Improved Veracity of Data - Blockchain technologies provide an independent notarization and storage of data 
committed to the chain, excluding implications of data manipulation by claimants.

Low-cost Supplemental Defense - Compared to both defending against claims and utilizing traditional forms of 
blockchain, Polymer Proof provides data assurance at an ultra-low cost.

Easy to Deploy - Developers can leverage the Polymer Proof Agent to easily connect to our APIs used for 
communicating with the blockchain.  

Fast - Built for tens of thousands to 
hundreds of thousands of transactions 
per second

Secure - Cloud distributed makes 
Polymer Proof and Polymer Chain 
resilient, robust and secure 

Intelligently Immutable - immutable 
doesn't need to mean forever - retain 
committed data only as long as needed
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